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is sufficient to reorganize layer IV or whether
instead a developmental program independent
of patterned vision also participates.
Would the huge changes in spontaneous
activity measured by Maffei et al. in cortical slice
be detectable in the intact brain? Extracellular
recordings like those done9 in layer IV will
be required to address this question. One can
imagine combining the clever designs of the two
new papers1,2 to evaluate local connectivity and
activity in whole-cell recordings from layer IV in
animals with one eye open and the other closed,
ideally from the two hemispheres at (almost)
the same time to minimize potential artifacts
from anesthesia and differences in age.
Cortex and superior colliculus are not the
only structures in the visual pathway that eye
opening might reorganize. Retinal ganglion
cells were long believed to be immune to activity-dependent modification. Yet we now know
that a week of patterned vision stimulates the
segregation of ganglion cell dendrites into onand off-response specific layers10 and increases
the rate of spontaneous synaptic events11.
Retinogeniculate connections are refined

throughout this period, but we do not know to
what extent the reorganization is driven by eye
opening12. Synchronization experiments may
tease out other prompt effects of eye opening
on visual system maturation.
Though patterned vision through the opened
eyes seems to trigger a maturation of the visual
pathway, the effects of eye opening may be
mediated instead or in addition by factors other
than a change in activity. For example, the neurotrophic molecule BDNF is produced in the
retina upon eye opening13. Transneuronal transport of BDNF injected into a visually deprived
eye occludes the ocular dominance plasticity
that would normally shift cortical responses
toward the non-deprived eye (G. Mandolesi et
al., Soc. Neurosci. Abstr., 66.6, 2004 [AU: Abstract
number 66.6, correct?]). Neurotrophins may be
an important prerequisite for allowing activity
to mature the visual pathway.
It is gratifying to see that a dramatic event in
development like eye opening has such striking effects on the visual system. Using spontaneous firing as a readout of rapid changes
in local connectivity1 and synchronizing eye

opening to measure prompt biochemical and
synaptic changes2 seem like ideas too good
to have taken this long to appear. But maybe
really good ideas always seem obvious once
our eyes have been opened to them.
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Bridging the gap: coupling single-cell oscillators in
the suprachiasmatic nucleus
Christopher S Colwell
Neurons in the mammalian master clock can maintain circadian rhythms in isolation, but must synchronize to function as a timekeeping system. A new study finds that gap junctions between neurons promote synchronous electrical activity and rhythmic behavior.
[AU: Please cite ref. 1 in text before ref. 2] From
daily sleep cycles to dinnertime, the circadian
system is responsible for the timing of behavior
and physiology [AU: OK?]. In mammals, the
conductor of this multifaceted timing system
can be localized to a pair of structures in the
hypothalamus known as the suprachiasmatic
nucleus (SCN). Individual SCN neurons in isolation have the capacity to generate circadian
oscillations in electrical activity, secretion and
gene expression, but the cells drift out of phase
with each other2. Understanding how individual
oscillators remain synchronized in the intact
SCN has been a fundamental gap in our knowledge of SCN function. In this issue, Long et al.3
unambiguously demonstrate that SCN neurons
are electrically coupled and that this coupling
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not only promotes synchronization of neural
activity, but also is required for the maintenance
of circadian rhythms in behavior.
The authors made intracellular recordings
from pairs of neighboring SCN neurons. They
found that about 25% of the neurons were
electrically coupled and that these coupled cells
showed synchronized spiking activity. The coupling strength and biophysical properties were
similar to those measured in other types of
coupled neurons4. Gap-junction channels are
formed by a family of proteins called connexins. Connexin 36 (Cx36) is a major component
of gap-junction-mediated electrical coupling
in neurons4, and this seems to be the case in
the SCN. Long et al. found that the electrical
coupling between SCN neurons was lost in
Cx36 knockout mice3. Compared to regions
like the inferior olive, the percentage of coupled
cells in the SCN was relatively low in the new
study3. This lower coupling frequency between
SCN neurons seems to be consistent with our
knowledge of SCN physiology. These clock cells

do not show absolutely synchronized action
potential generation; instead the population has
coordinated firing rates that are high during the
day and low during the night. However, it may
be that some cell populations within the SCN
are highly coupled and others not at all.
To determine whether gap-junction-mediated electrical coupling may also be involved
in behavioral rhythmicity, the authors turned
to the best-characterized behavioral output of
the circadian system—namely, the wonderfully
precise rhythms in wheel-running activity. In
a light:dark cycle, both wild-type and Cx36
knockout mice synchronized to the lighting
conditions and showed nocturnal activity
rhythms characteristic of rodents. However, in
a light:dark cycle, photic input organizes the
temporal pattern of activity by synchronizing an endogenous clock to the period of the
environmental signal (entrainment) as well as
directly regulating activity (masking). To distinguish between these two effects of light, the
authors placed the mice in constant darkness
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Figure 1 [AU: Please supply an overall title for the figure] Top, schematic of pairs of SCN neurons (blue)
from wild-type (WT) and Cx36–/– mice. Individual SCN neurons contain the molecular machinery
necessary to generate circadian oscillations. One gap in our knowledge is the lack of understanding
of how these single-cell oscillators are coupled. The new study3 demonstrates that SCN neurons are
coupled through direct electrical connections. This coupling is lost in mice deficient in Cx36 [AU:
Correct? Changed from Cx32]. Bottom, schematics of wheel-running activity records from WT and Cx36deficient mice. Animals maintained in constant darkness show rhythms driven by the endogenous
timing system. Each horizontal row represents the activity record for a 24-hour day. Successive days
are plotted from top to bottom. The colored bars represent activity. The WT mice express robust
circadian rhythms of locomotor activity with period shorter then 24 h. The onset of activity is typically
under precise control. In contrast, the Cx36-deficient mice showed rhythms that were weaker and less
coherent than controls. Without the Cx36, the circadian clock still keeps time but lacks the temporal
precision that typically characterizes the behavioral output.

and measured their activity rhythms without
light cues. In these conditions, the Cx36-deficient mice showed rhythms that were weaker
and less coherent than those of controls. These
deficits seemed to be due to a greater tendency
for the KO mice to be active at inappropriate
times in their daily cycle. The cycle-to-cycle
variability in the onset of the daily activity
bout was also higher in the mutant mice. Thus,
without Cx36, the circadian clock still keeps
time but lacks the temporal precision that
typically characterizes the behavioral output.
The Long et al.3 study helps to resolve a controversy about the presence and role of gap
junctions in the SCN. The first suggestion that
nonsynaptic mechanisms may link SCN neurons came from the observations that circadian
rhythms in glucose utilization are present in
the SCN before synapse formation5. In addition, when synaptic transmission is blocked
by the removal of extracellular calcium, SCN
neurons are still weakly coupled such that the
activity of one cell increases the probability that
a neighbor will generate an action potential6. A
tracer (biocytin, neurobiotin or Lucifer yellow)
placed in one SCN neuron spreads to clusters

of surrounding cells7–9. Dye coupling definitively marks the presence of gap junctions.
[AU: OK?] However, because the dye-coupled
cells in these studies were not physiologically
characterized, it was unclear whether they were
neurons, astrocytes or other non-neuronal cell
types. Pharmacological gap junction blockers,
such as halothane, disrupt circadian rhythms
in SCN electrical activity and peptide secretion, as well as light-induced phase shifts of
the circadian rhythm in wheel-running activity10. Unfortunately, these pharmacological
tools are not very selective, and these agents
have other effects besides blocking gap junctions. Anatomical studies have shown clear
evidence for coupling between astrocytes and
oligodendrocytes in the SCN11, but proof of
neuron-to-neuron coupling has proven elusive
until recently. First, results from freeze-fracture
and immunocytochemistry provided evidence
for Cx36-containing gap junctions between
SCN neurons (Rash et al., Soc. Neurosci. Abstr.,
2002 [AU: Please provide first author’s initials, volume and abstract number]). Now the
new study3 demonstrates that SCN neurons
are indeed electrically coupled and that this
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coupling is important for circadian rhythms
in behavior (Fig. 1).
Like many good studies, this work raises as
many questions as are answered by the experimental data. For example, we need to consider
what signals are being spread from cell to cell
via the gap junctions. Unlike chemical synapses,
communication via gap junctions is bi-directional and allows passage of small molecules
(up to 1 kDa), thus linking cells both electrically
and metabolically. Signaling molecules such as
cyclic AMP, cyclic GMP, IP3 and calcium may
be able to pass between neurons through these
connections. Future studies will have to consider the possibility that the passage of small
molecules between cells may be as important
as the direct passage of current. Gap-junction
coupling also acts like an electrical filter in
that some signals will pass more readily than
others. [AU: These two sentence OK as modified?] During the day, SCN neurons undergo
oscillations in membrane potential (2–8 Hz)
that are driven by voltage-gated calcium currents, among other ionic mechanisms12. These
slower changes in membrane potential [AU: As
meant?] should pass more effectively through
gap junctions than the fast voltage changes that
occur during an action potential.
One of the more tantalizing observations in
the new study was the suggestion that the electrical coupling between SCN neurons may itself
be subject to diurnal variation. The authors
found that coupling was greater in the middle
of the day, when rhythmic neural activity in the
SCN peaks, than in the late day or early night.
This observation is consistent with previous
work demonstrating circadian variation in dyecoupling between SCN neurons8. In a few previous cases, changes in gap-junction permeability
could be linked to changes in physiological function. For example, in the supraoptic nucleus of
the hypothalamus, increased electrical coupling
of oxytocin-secreting neurons may be a critical
component of the milk-ejection reflex13. These
types of observations raise the possibility that
gap junctions do not just allow the passive
spread of current, but instead form an actively
regulated communication system whose properties vary with the state of the organism.
Another unresolved issue concerns the relative
roles of electrical and chemical synaptic transmission in coupling SCN neurons. It is widely
accepted that most SCN neurons express GABA
and are likely to use this neurotransmitter for
synaptic communication with other neurons in
the SCN. In culture, GABA, acting through the
GABAA receptor, can synchronize the electrical
activity of SCN neurons9,14. Thus the synaptic
release of GABA may act in concert with gap
junctions to synchronize the neural activity of
individual SCN oscillators. The SCN is made up
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of several cell populations whose specific functions we are just beginning to understand. One
appealing hypothesis is that gap junctions may
be more important for linking cells within a cell
population, and that synaptic mechanisms may
be more important for communication between
SCN cell populations. Of course, it is also possible that SCN neurons are coupled by multiple,
overlapping mechanisms, which may not be
independent. Two studies looking at dye coupling within the SCN found that activation of
GABAA receptors by muscimol actively inhibits
the coupling8,15. Sorting out the relative role of

these interacting coupling mechanisms should
keep SCN watchers busy for years to come.
These mice and this new research3 should help
us bridge the gap between cellular coupling and
circadian behavior.
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Precision pooling predicts primate perceptual
performance
Jacob W Nadler & Gregory C DeAngelis
Moving stimuli evoke a response from a large number of neurons in cortical area MT. A new study investigates how perceptual
decisions may arise from that population response, with important implications for theories of neural coding.
An individual sensory neuron can convey only a
small amount of information about the world,
but somehow large populations of neurons join
forces to create complex perceptions and behavior. How does this happen? Much of our understanding of how activity in a population of
neurons relates to perception comes from pioneering studies by Newsome and colleagues1–3
in the middle temporal (MT) cortical area,
which is highly specialized for motion analysis.
They argued that for discrimination between
very different directions (for example, leftward
versus rightward motion) in the presence of
noise, indiscriminately pooling the responses of
a large population of MT neurons with widely
varying properties can account for behavioral
performance1. In this issue, Purushothaman
and Bradley report that an alternate strategy
is used when monkeys are asked to perform a
different task—discriminating closely related
directions. The authors propose that in this
case, perceptual decisions do not arise from
unselective pooling, but are determined mainly
by those neurons that are most sensitive to small
variations around a particular direction4.
A sensory stimulus, such as a moving patch
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cally respond only to a small fraction of possible sensory inputs —that is, they are tuned to a
limited range of stimulus properties. Neurons
may respond to a sensory stimulus presented
as part of a perceptual task, but may not be
sensitive to the stimulus properties that are
critical for task performance. Some neurons
may be much better suited than others for
a given task because their tuning properties
match the range of relevant stimulus properties. The activity of the whole population must
be ‘read out’ to inform perceptual decisions,
and presumably the same population contributes to multiple behaviors.
How does one determine which neurons
provide the critical sensory information for a
perceptual decision? One approach is to examine how neural activity relates to perceptual
decisions, independent of the sensory stimulus. For some MT neurons, firing rate across
repeated presentations of a sensory stimulus is
correlated with the perceptual decisions of the
monkey, even when the stimulus is ambiguous.
For example, a neuron that prefers motion of
dots to the right may show slightly increased
firing rates on trials when the monkey perceives rightward motion, even if the stimulus
does not contain net rightward motion. These
correlations—which can be quantified as
‘choice probabilities’5 —are generally modest,
so it is often assumed that responses of a group
of neurons are pooled together to contribute
to the monkey’s decision. For tasks involving
motion and depth perception, many neurons

in MT show choice probabilities significantly
greater than expected by chance5–7.
Purushothaman and Bradley identified MT
neurons that were potentially linked to fine
motion discrimination by virtue of high choice
probabilities and analyzed the potential readout
of the population under different task conditions from those previously used by Newsome
and colleagues. The authors used a two-interval direction-discrimination task in which the
monkey had to decide whether the direction
of motion of one random-dot test stimulus
was clockwise or counterclockwise relative to a
reference stimulus. The difference in direction
between the test and the reference was always
very small (≤3°) and the reference direction was
always straight up (90°). This new study differed
from previous work3,5 in two key respects (Fig.
1). First, the monkeys were asked to make much
finer discriminations than in prior experiments,
which involved choosing between opposite
motion directions embedded in noise. Second,
the stimulus was not matched to the preferred
direction of each neuron (though the location,
size and speed of the stimulus was tailored to
the neuron’s tuning preference).
This design allowed the authors to measure
choice probabilities for MT neurons with a
wide range of sensitivities based on their direction tuning relative to the reference direction,
thereby identifying the neurons that conveyed
the most information about the animal’s
decision. This enabled them to distinguish
between different possible schemes for pool-
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